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ESG Lab
Preview

Multicore Optimized EMC VNX Series
Revolutionizing Midrange Virtual Server NAS Workloads
This preview summarizes ESG Lab’s first impressions of the new and improved EMC VNX family of
mid-tier storage solutions. ESG Lab testing will be focused on the improved performance,
manageability, mobility, efficiency, and protection that’s ideally suited to meet the needs of the
growing number of organizations deploying network-attached storage (NAS) for transactional
workloads in virtual server and database environments.

The Full Report Will Be Available At
www.emc.com
Introducing the new EMC VNX Series
The new EMC VNX family builds off of its
existing success with a next-generation
platform that promises best-in-class ROI and
TCO for increased consolidation and savings in
virtual environments. Organizations can expect
multiple areas of improvements and benefits
including:
Improved performance delivers faster file accesses and quicker response times with the latest Intel Sandy Bridge
processors and the powerful new EMC MCx multicore optimization architecture that’s ideally suited for emerging
transactional NAS workloads (e.g., VMware over NFS, Microsoft
Hyper-V with SMB 3.0, and Oracle over NFS).
Easier management improves productivity in virtual server
environments with deeply integrated VMware and Microsoft virtual
server management plug-ins and Unisphere Management Suite
enhancements.
Greater efficiency and mobility reduce costs with a flash-optimized
architecture, fully automated storage tiering, cost-effective MLC
flash, and Virtual Data Movers for fast online file migrations.
Better protection reduces risks with a new active/active controller
architecture and virtual machine and application aware snapshots.
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